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IOSS Guide To MLM Business Plans
#5 Hybrid Unilevel MLM Plan

Hybrid Unilevel plans came into existence on 1985. Hybrid-unilevel consists of one sales
force classification. Here, everyone can be considered as a distributor. Sales leaders are
not present here. We get paid on the distributors down X number of levels. Then the
company pays an extra amount based on another criteria besides the classifications of
sales force. This depends upon the fact that how long a distributor in the downline has
been in the company. There is a period of time where if we sign up people, we can make
more as new recruits and less on them when later. These programs can also pay higher
commissions to a new recruit for the specified period.
In the case of Hybrid Unilevels, sponsors can achieve the monthly qualifying volume with
the help of total organizational volume or with the help of volume within a specific
number of levels. Sponsors will not lose their breakaways here. Sales leaders can surplus
the income from them. They never have to replace the volume in a Breakaway. The
Percentages for the Hybrid Unilevels are given in the downline of personal volumes. With
the help of a Hybrid Unilevel Plan, those who are in the company will make a higher than
average percentage commission for the people they sponsor. When the new ones are
recruiting the distributors achieves a higher percentage on the volume in the first 30 or
60 days. It depends on the duration of the fast start program. The Hybrid Unilevel plans
will have some form of fast start and bonus programs to get distributors a higher
percentage. Most of the plans that are called Uni-levels today are actually Hybrid
Unilevels.
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Considering about the MLM Compensation Plans available today in the MLM industry, the
hybrid binary compensation plan has greater advantages. The plan consists of the
mixing of binary compensation plan and unilevel compensation plan. This plan consists
of two computers or two legs. The recently Sponsored is placed alternately in each of
these legs: left, right, left, right, continuously. It is beneficial if we find a balance between
both legs. Accordingly this plan is paid approximately 10% and 20% of the weaker leg.
The major advantage of this plan is that the turnover of equipment is not only in the
hands of sponsored people but also collaborate the upline which has placed under us. If
we decide to place a new sponsor in a particular leg and with his help we expect to form
a great team to achieve excellent results, then what was achieved is termed as team
synergy. From this plan we can add the share Unilevel compensation plan. It is reflected
in the term matching bonus, or generation.
MLM Software supports hybrid plan more precisely.If we sponsor from each people and
turn them downline, we can receive between 15% and 45% of turnover which is
produced from the different generations that comes to down side. This plan is one of the
most fair plan. It is more useful if we are an entrepreneur. This plan is highly profitable,
and it suits better if we are a determined person.

Hybrid Binary MLM Plan
A hybrid binary compensation plan is formed by the merger of a binary compensation
plan and a uni-level compensation plan. It has taken the best of these two compensation
plans to eventually design one that is most profitable industry.
In a binary compensation plan have two computers or two legs and the new Sponsored
normally are alternately placed in each of these legs: left, right, left, right, and so on.
In this plan binary compensation is favorable balance between both legs, since it must
be borne in mind that it is paid more or less between 10% and 20% of the leg weaker.
The great advantage that has this plan is that the turnover of equipment is not only in
your sponsored cooperate while your upline people who have placed under you, so it's to
be sponsored by adding your own below themselves.
In turn, causes team synergy because you put a person at any of the two legs, below
where you choose. Sometimes you'll be interested to recently sponsored a particular leg,
for example, under a person could expect to have great understanding, then making
what is called team synergy.
When the binary compensation plan we add the share of the unilevel compensation plan,
you get what is known as match bonus or generational.
Through this bond, from each of the people you sponsor and turn them downline, you
will receive between 15% and 45% of turnover that produced the different generations
that possess down.
This amount, which reach the match bonus, you can be really important and that this
bonus is a bonus to that reported previously, the bond of equipment (with origins in the
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binary compensation plan). The amount you get the bonus matching is quite significant,
and this is an added bonus to bonus team, which has its origin in the binary
compensation plan.
The hybrid binary compensation plan becomes one of the most fair and as I said at the
beginning, is the most lucrative if you are an entrepreneur and somewhat aggressive.
This last detail means that you're someone who works constantly and makes your
business a priority. The hybrid binary compensation plan is really just as we discussed at
first highly lucrative, even better if you're a person determined, hardworking and
aggressive, I mean aggressive in the best sense of the word, you're a person who not
lower our guard, working constantly and you give your business the attention it
deserves.
In addition, overall the mean ranges for a company that uses a hybrid binary
compensation plan are the best paid.
There are companies that have, to name a few, with the fast start bonus, which provides
benefits for purchases to make a further sponsored, there is a separate bonus Sponsored
by very few could get to have your car free shipping and in certain companies there is
also a bonus for rank advancement.

Click here to try FREE Demo of our Hybrid Uni Level Plan MLM Software NOW
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